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No need to introduce magento.stackexchange.com to our readers – this resource has been and is one of the main Magento development resources. Lots of developers ask and answer questions there, making the site a storage of unique developer experience.

Just look at the stats:

- 17,130 questions
- 20,609 answers
- 12,843 users
- 20,522 visitors a day

And we are happy to announce that MageStackDay is back on the 13th and 14th of February.

MageStackDay is an online hackathon dedicated to answering, closing and cleaning up questions on magento.stackexchange.com. The goal will be to get the answered questions rate up by at least a few percent. The long term goal is reaching at least 80% and getting magento.stackexchange.com out of Beta.

Why should you participate?

https://amasty.com/blog/join-magestackday-with-amasty/
Here’s some recap from last year’s MageStackDay:

Over 50 developers, from 15 nationalities answering 189 questions, earning 207 badges getting the acceptance rate up from 68.62% to 70.48%. Even after these two days the answer rate continued to climb. [...] 208 tweets with the #magestackday hashtag reaching over 199,000 people having 630 retweets in just 1 or 2 weeks.

Being the part of the community is a great thing: you share knowledge, get and give help, and connect with people who are on the same path.

We’re in too: Amasty will be represented by Alex Stelmakh. He really hopes to see you there too!

Meanwhile, you can order MageStackDay shirts and hoodies here.

Again: on the 13th and 14th of February the Magento community will be waiting for your answers! Welcome to join here.